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Abstrakt
Vedci z oboru informačných technológií oddávna považovali hudbu za obzvlášť zaujímavé
umenie. Pravdou je, že história hudby tvorenej počítačom je skoro tak dlhá ako história
počítačovej vedy. Programy pre komponovanie, alebo
”
tvorenie hudby“ na rôznych úrovni-
ach procesu kompozície boli vyvíjané už od 50tych rokov minulého storočia. Táto bakalárska
práca uvádza hlavné prístupy v oblasti automatickej harmonizácie t.j. Problém produkova-
nia hudobného aranžmá (nôt) z daných melódií, a sústreďuje sa na najpoužívanejšie techniky
jeho riešenia. Hlavným cieľom tejto práce je návrh a implementácia softvérového systému
pre automatickú harmonizáciu, ktorý by mal byť schopný naučiť sa pravidlá harmónie z
databázy midi súborov. V tejto práci popíšem existujúce harmonizačné systémy a ďalej sa
zameriam hlavne na princípy strojového učenia - teóriu a aplikáciu umelých neurónových
sietí a ich použitie pre harmonizáciu.
Abstract
Computer scientists have long been considering music as a particularly interesting art.
Indeed, the history of computer music is almost as long as the history of computer science.
Programs to compose music, or to
”
make music“ at various levels of the composition process
have been designed since the 50s. This bachelor’s thesis surveys the main approaches in
the field of automatic harmonization, i.e. the problem of producing musical arrangements
(scores) from given melodies, and focuses on the most widely used techniques to do so. The
main goal of this paper is the issue of design and implementation of a software system for an
automatic music harmonization which should learn the rules of harmony from the database
of midi file. In the paper. In this thesis I describe existing systems for harmonization and
furthermore I focus mainly on principles of machine learning - theory and application of
Artificial Neural Networks and their use for harmonization.
Klíčová slova
Umělá neuronova síť, chorály, harmonie, umělá inteligence, Midi, strojové učení s učitelem.
Keywords
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chine Learning.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The purpose of our work - as also the title suggests - is to create an automated system for
harmonization of a particular melody, specifically Bach’s chorales. Our goal is to create
a software program that is able to learn the principles of harmonization according to a
database of music files and imitate J.S. Bach’s harmonization by adding additional three
voices to each voice in a melody. This automated task can be classified as algorithmic music
composition.
Undoubtedly, it can be argued whether designing and having this kind of software ap-
plication would be beneficial. In the first place, it should be pointed out that a computer
program itself cannot apparently generate music of a quality of famous composers; more-
over, computers - as we know them today - probably will never be able to create any musical
masterpiece. Given the fact that perception of music is closely related to emotions, com-
puters simply cannot perceive music as humans do; furthermore, it should be also stressed
that people do not necessarily associate good music with music which follows strict rules
and principles.
This is exactly why in our research we do not aim to hope or even to create a system
that could substitute composers in writing music. On the other hand, even such an im-
perfect system could be of a practical usage for certain tasks. For instance, such music
systems can be beneficial for amateur music players as a music tool for generating accom-
paniment for their singing or playing a melody on a musical instrument. However, music
professionals might also take advantage of it as a source of inspiration for composing their
own music. There is a system developed by Microsoft research called MySong [18] which
creates and provides harmonic accompaniment to vocal melodies recorded by a microphone
into a computer and this is why it can bring fun and joy to people who enjoy singing at
home. Another example of a similar and commercially popular system is Band-In-A-Box
[7]. This powerful and creative music composition tool creates a complete arrangement for
a song by just typing in the chords to any song and - unlike MySong - it automatically
generates a full backing arrangement of piano, bass, drums, guitar, and strings. In addition,
experimenting with such systems can help not only explore and develop music ideas but
also to improve people’ s skills and knowledge about music composition.
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Chapter 2
Subject Matter Analysis
At the beginning of this chapter, we will briefly describe the basic methods, approaches and
also theoretical models as well as algorithms that have been used to create similar software
programs to generate music. In the next part, we will explain the basic principles and
terminology of the theory of Artificial Neural Networks which actually create the theoretical
foundation of my own software system for harmonization of a melody. And finally, we will
focus on the previously published works (scientific articles) which deal with the topic of
automated systems for harmonization.
2.1 Basic Approaches for Solution of a Given Task
In this part we will list the methods, approaches and theoretical models with short de-
scriptions of principles. The application of these principles for music composition is more
precisely discussed in [14].
2.1.1 Markov Models
Markov chains, named after Andrey Markov, are a mathematical tool for statistical model-
ing and are often used together with other algorithms in various decision-making processes.
They are an important tool in modern applied mathematics, particularly information sci-
ences. Intuitively, a Markov Chain is a system which switches among several states, with
the next state depending (probabilistically) only on the current state [10]. In other words,
from each state we can get to another state and each transition from one state to another
has its own probability. Markov chains are employed in algorithmic music composition. In
a first-order chain, the states of the system become note or pitch values, and a probability
vector for each note is constructed, completing a transition probability matrix. An algo-
rithm is constructed to produce and output note values based on the probabilistic transition
among the states. Each state can represent for example a note pitch or harmonic function
for a note and after running the system and leaving it to change the states randomly it
can generate music and imitate a particular style. Likewise the Markov Chain Model, a
hidden Markov model (HMM) [6] can be applied as well to analyze and/or create harmonic
structures. However, while in a regular Markov model the state is directly visible to the
observer (and therefore the state transition probabilities are the only parameters), in a
hidden Markov model, the state is not directly visible, but the output - which is dependent
on the state- is visible. Each state has a probability distribution over the possible output
tokens. A sequence of output tokens does not only depend on state transitions but also
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on probability distributions. The HMMs were also used for the system MySong that was
already mentioned in the Introduction [19] [17].
(a) Markov Model. (b) Hidden Markov Model.
Figure 2.1: Diagrams of Markov Models1.
2.1.2 Generative Grammars
They are powerful methods and particular approaches to music analysis and algorithmic
composition. The Generative Grammar techniques of Chomsky used mainly in language
theory is also used in computer science for forming patterns of chords. While a generative
grammar of a language attempts to give a set of rules to predict correctly the combinations
of words to form grammatical sentences, in music it tries to predict a series of musical
chords or notes to form a chord (harmonic) progression or a melody [5].
The principle is based on re-writing the so called non-terminal symbols by applying
re-writing rules. The symbols can be rewritten to one or more terminal or non-terminal
symbols or to the combination of terminal and non- terminal symbols where the terminal
symbol cannot be rewritten. If the terminal symbols represent some kind of musical infor-
mation, the system can generate musical structures. The generation ends if all the symbols
are solely terminal.
2.1.3 Transition Networks (TN)
Transition Networks also generate music by changing the state similarly to Markov models,
however TN are made up of a set of finite automata and represented within a graph system.
The term
”
finite automata“ describes a class of models of computation that are character-
ized by having a finite number of states. Each automaton stands for a non-terminal symbol
and is represented by its own network. The edges indicate transitions and the nodes the
states of the single automata. The edges of each single network are denoted by nontermi-
nal or terminal symbols and thus refer to other networks or final states. A subset of the
transition networks called Petri nets can be also used for music creation.
1In Figure 2.1a circles stand for states and arrows represens possible transitions with corresponding
probabilities; in the Figure 2.1b xi stand for states and yi are output tokens. Transition probability from
state xi to xj is marked as aij and output probability of token yj from state xi is labeled as bij . The figures
are retrieved from [10] and [6]
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2.1.4 Chaos and Self-Similarity Theories
The definition of the chaos theory is unpredictability in a deterministic system due to
sensitivity to changes in the surroundings. In other words, if two arbitrarily close starting
points diverge exponentially, then their future behavior will give unpredictable results. The
name
”
chaos theory“ comes from the fact that the systems that the theory describes are
apparently disordered; however, chaos theory is really about finding the underlying order
in apparently random data. Chaos even has applications outside of science. For instance,
computer art has become more realistic through the use of chaos and fractals or music and
variations of musical themes can be created using fractals as well. In 1990s some American
graduate students in electrical engineering at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
created variations of the theme of some Bach’s compositions by associating musical notes
of a piece of music - like Bach’s Prelude in C - with the x coordinates of the Lorenz
attractor, and running a computer program. Most musicians who hear the new sounds
believe that the variations are very musical and creative.[8] The Chaos and Self-Similarity
theories are based on a system that can generate self- similar structures for example like
the Lindenmayer systems (LS). These formulas were originally developed for the axiomatic
theory of biological development (description of a growth of plants), but can be also used
for algorithmic composition [9].
2.1.5 Genetic Algorithms
They are search techniques used in computing to find exact or approximate solutions to
optimization and search problems. Genetic algorithms are categorized as global search
heuristics and - just like Markov models - belong to stochastic algorithms since they behavior
is non-deterministic [12]. The principle of the Genetic Algorithms is in encoding a musical
phrase or a random piece of music to the abstraction chromosome which encodes - just
like the chromosome in DNA - some kind of information. Genetic Algorithms work on the
principle to create a certain number of random chromosomes. To make new chromosomes,
we apply the techniques of cross-over or mutation on the previous chromosomes. Then
we evaluate the quality of each chromosome by so called fitness function which returns
numerical values for chromosomes. An output value of the ideal fitness function correlates
closely with the algorithm’s goal which is to
”
make music“ of a high quality which means
that for better music the fitness function returns higher values. A similar approach called
Genetic Programming can be also used in which the chromosome represents a computer
program and typically has a variable size [22].
2.1.6 Cellular Automata
They are discrete models studied in computability theory, mathematics, physics, complexity
science, theoretical biology and microstructure modeling. It consists of a regular grid of
cells, each in one of a finite number of states, such as
”
On“ and
”
Off“. The grid can be in
any finite number of dimensions. For each cell, a set of cells called its neighborhood (usually
including the cell itself) is defined relative to the specified cell. A cellular automaton is a
collection of
”
colored“ cells on a grid of specified shape that evolves through a number of
discrete time steps according to a set of rules based on the states of neighboring cells. The
rules are then applied iteratively for as many time steps as desired [11]. In other words,
they are represented by an n-dimensional array of cells while each cell can have different
state. The next state of a cell depends on its current state and also on states of its neighbor
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states. So, if we encode musical information into cellular automata, it can generate music
during its run. These systems of mathematical structures - that evolve over time - present
an intriguing avenue for algorithmic music composition.
2.1.7 Artificial Neural Networks
They are usually called
”
neural networks“ (NN), are mathematical models or computational
models that try to simulate the structure and/or functional aspects of biological neural
networks . In other words, the approach of the Artificial neural network (ANN) is based on
the example from nature - the brain. Artificial neural network consists of an interconnected
group of artificial neurons and processes information using a connectionist approach to
computation. In most cases an ANN is an adaptive system that changes its structure based
on external or internal information that flows through the network during the learning
phase. Modern neural networks are non-linear statistical data modeling tools. They are
usually used to model complex relationships between inputs and outputs or to find patterns
in data. So the whole principle is based on networks consisting of input neurons, hidden
neurons and output neurons. Artificial neural networks are able to learn on examples to
map their input patterns for outputs patterns to the. So if we encode musical information
on inputs and let them go through the network that is trained by a set of example patterns,
the neural network can be used to generate music [25].
2.2 Brief Theory of Neural Networks
As I have already mentioned the artificial neural network (ANN) is a system inspired by
a principle of brain and it consist of artificial neurons which are connected with weighted
connections. A diagram of an artificial neuron is illustrated in Figure 2.2. The artifi-
cial neuron is an abstract model of a natural neuron and it is a basic building block for
ANN. It has several inputs from n previous neurons (x1, x2, . . . xn) that are connected to
the neuron through the connections with corresponding weights (w1, w2 . . . wn). Each out-
put value of previous neurons (x1, x2, . . . , xn) are multiplied by their corresponding weight
(w1, w2 . . . wn). The overall input into a neuron is computed as a sum of all its weighted
input values. In the ANN terminology this sum is usually recognized as net. The value
of the net is an input to the so called activation or transfer function which we identify as
f(net). Each artificial neuron has its activation function. At the end, the result of the
activation is distributed into the inputs of other neurons through weighted connections.
After the weights are adjusted through training phase, the ANN should be able to map
from the input patterns to the output vectors as we have already mentioned above.
2.2.1 Activation Functions of Artificial Neurons
Each neuron can be matched with various activation functions which typically limit the
range of a possible output value of a given neuron. Therefore, we should make sure that the
range of output values of activation functions in ANN correspond with the range of values in
the output vectors which we are working with. This is very important especially for neurons
in the layer which we capture output vectors from. The basic activation functions are linear,
threshold, and sigmoid. See illustration in Figure 2.3 and in general any function can be
used as an activation function for a neuron. However, for each data a different activation
function is optimal. It is evident from all three graphs in Figure 2.3 that these activation
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y = f(net)
y
w1
x1
w2x2
wn
xn
...
Figure 2.2: A diagram of an artificial neuron
functions can be applied only to that contain only positive values. In case if data contain
positive as well as negative values, a modified version of these functions should be used.
0
net
y
1
−1 1
(a) Piecewise Linear
0
net
y
1
−1 1
(b) Threshold
0
net
y
1
−4 −2 2 4
(c) Sigmoid
Figure 2.3: Standard activation functions
2.2.2 Architecture of Artificial Neural Networks
The arrangement of neurons in ANN is called the architecture or topology of ANN. There
are a lot of architectures of artificial networks. The most widely used model is called
the Back-Propagation Model which is layered. It means that all neurons are divided into
different layers. This Model has always an input layer and an output layer. Since the input
layer neurons are just distributing input values into the neurons in next layers, none of
them can have the activation function. The Back-Propagation Model - in addition to the
input and output layers - can also have any number of hidden layers. The Model that is
with no hidden layers is called the Perceptron. The Back-Propagation Neural Networks
have only feedforward ability i.e. the outputs always propagate from previous layers to the
next ones. When we consider this fact, it is obvious that the Back-Propagation Neural
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Networks always generate the same output for a particular input. However, those neural
network models that also have feedbackward ability i.e. the outputs can propagate in both
directions, forward and backward, are called recurrent models. These neural networks are
able to memorize the previous input values so they can assess the current input values
in the context of the previous inputs. Therefore the output values do not depend only
on the current input pattern but also on the previous output values sent to the network.
Besides the above mentioned models of ANNs, there are many other models such as Hopfield
Networks (with only one fully connected layer), Kohonen Model and Boltzmann Machines.
The Boltzmann machines are extensions of the Hopfield networks and an interesting fact
about them is that the states of their neurons do not depend on a deterministic formula
but are updated in a stochastic way using simulated annealing.
2.2.3 Training of Neural Networks
The Back-Propagation Model is now the most widely used tool in the field of artificial
neural networks and the most popular method for performing the supervised learning task.
It is typically trained by a back propagation algorithm that is one of the examples of a
supervised training process in which we provide the network with correct examples of inputs
and outputs. To train the network we need to give it examples of what we want - the output
we want (called the Target) for a particular input. If we give the algorithm examples of
what we want the network to do, it changes the network’s weights so that, when the training
is finished, it gives the required output for a particular input. More precisely, the algorithm
first assigns the input pattern to the inputs of ANN, then it lets the system calculate the
outputs and finally it compares the outputs with the required output i.e. the Target. If the
required output differs from the actual output, the network propagates the errors backwards
and it adjusts the weights in order to get the output pattern of the network closer to the
target output. The algorithm repeats these steps for each training pattern until it gets
the network under a desired error [25]. A very similar principle called Back-Propagation
through time is used to train recurrent neural networks. It is also a very powerful tool
which extends the method of Back-Propagation so that it applies to dynamic systems and
allows one to calculate the results needed when optimizing an iterative analysis procedure
(involving repetition, recurrence)of a neural network with memory - such as recurrent neural
networks - or a control system which maximizes performance over time[28].
2.2.4 Representation of Information on inputs of Neural Networks
In order to use an ANN for any purpose, we need to encode the data for inputs and outputs
of the network. The input and output data are typically represented by any amount of the
input and output neurons. Generally, the input and output of a neuron is a real number in
a specific interval such as 〈1, 0〉 or 〈1,−1〉 which is one of the most frequent occurrence for
input and output vectors. In this thesis, I will particularly focus on input data representing
some music information - the tone pitch. For the representation of tone pitch, different
approaches may be used - a
”
relative“ (intervallic) or an
”
absolute“ (designating particular
pitches) representation may be chosen; however, the
”
relative“ representation may lead to
disadvantages. For instance, as soon as the net error produces one single wrong tone pitch,
this affects all succeeding pitches due to transposition. Therefore, as Gerhart Nierhaus in
his book
”
Algorithmic Composition“ suggest,
”
in the context of ANN an “absolute
”
rep-
resentation is preferable.“ [14] The
”
absolute“ representation can be divided into another
two approaches:
”
distributed“ and
”
localist.“ The
”
distributed“ way is similar to binary
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numbers encoding and as the name of this approach suggests in this way the information
about one tone pitch is distributed over numerous neurons of the output layer. In other
words, in case of
”
distributed“ representation, activation values of numerous neurons to-
gether give the information about one note pitch. This representation however proves to
be disadvantageous as for the fact that equally
”
serious“ errors are evaluated differently
and therefore it is hard to train ANN with
”
distributed“ representation. As a result, for
the representation of a tone pitch a
”
localist“ way is preferable in which one tone pitch
is represented by a single neuron. While writing my program for music harmonization in
style of Bach chorales I also implemented the
”
localist“ way of note pitch representation.
Since in an octave there are 12 tones, we need 12 neurons in order to represent each tone
in the range of an octave. Another way of encoding note pitch could be the one in which
the note pitch would be represented by a range of an activation value of a single neuron. In
this case one single neuron could represent all the tones within one octave. However, such
system would probably be disposed to make errors often because it would not be easy to
train the neural network to map its outputs to the inputs with adequate accuracy.
In addition to the note pith encoding, there is another issue which should be considered.
It is the factor of time and the way how it can be represented within the ANN. We have
generally two ways how to achieve that the ANN takes into consideration the previous
and/or next notes. First, it is a
”
spatial“ network that has inputs for current notes as well
as inputs for previous notes perhaps even for next notes. Another possibility is a neural
network that has some kind of memory which remembers previous states. Recurrent neural
networks are the ones that have this kind of feature which is accommodated by time delay
neurons that suspend their output value and propagate it to the next neuron after a definite
number of inputs to the network. Such recurrent networks are for example
”
jordan net“
and
”
elman net“ [14][25].
2.3 Previously Published Scientific Works Focusing on Al-
gorithmic Composition
In this part, I will point out to several articles and studies that describe the previous similar
systems with emphasis on their implementation approaches and which inspired me to design
my own software system.
2.3.1 HARMONET: A Neural Net for Harmonizing Chorales in the Style
of J.S.Bach
HARMONET is a neural system for harmonizing music and created by Hermann Hild,
Johaness Feulner and Wolfram Menzel. The system uses ANN and it is trained on chorales
of J.S. Bach that is capable of harmonizing melody by adding three additional voices to a
melodic line. HARMONET is based on a feedforward ANN which has inputs for current,
previous and next note from a given melody as well as for three previous harmonic functions.
In addition it also has an input which value recognizes whether the current note is stressed
or unstressed and finally, it contains input units that encode information of the position of
current note in a musical phrase. The outputs of the ANN encode the harmonic functions
which defines how the current note will be harmonized. HARMONET belongs to hybrid
systems because it combines various principles of artificial intelligence and besides ANN
it also uses rule-based generic algorithms to determine the exact notes from the harmonic
function. Using the harmonic function instead of encoding every single note in chord has its
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advantages and also disadvantages. As far as the advantage, the system never uses notes
that would be the sound of dissonance because the system can only generate chords defined
by the rules of harmony. On the other side, the disadvantage of this system seems to be
that it is unable to learn another chord as the one encoded by all its harmonic functions
implemented in the system. Furthermore, HARMONET is also capable to add quaver
ornamentation to the voice, i.e. trill and characteristic dissonances. For these further
functions, the system uses additional neural networks[15].
2.3.2 Harmonizing Music the Boltzmann Way
It is an article by Matthew Bellgrad and Lawrence Peh Tsang [16]. As the title of this study
suggests, the authors used the Boltzmann Machine for the task of music harmonization,
particularly the harmonization of given chorale melodies. As we already mentioned earlier
in our paper, a Boltzmann Machine is a kind of an ANN which does not operate in a
deterministic way so it is classified as a stochastic recurrent network. Bellgrad and Tsang
draw attention to limitations of HARMONET as a neural system of chorale harmonization
because it relies on the feedforward neural network architecture and as a result it harmonizes
the melody from left to right in a deterministic manner. These two scientists wanted to
overcome these limitations by designing a learning system based on the Boltzmann Machine
and they named it
”
our effective Boltzmann Machine (EBM).“ They claim that
”
[t]his
harmonization process is non-deterministic and may produce different result on different
runs due to the EBM’s stochastic nature.“ [16]
Gerhard Nierhaus in his book also informs that Bellgrad and Tsang use an extended
version of so-called Effective Boltzmann Machine (EBM) that is trained on a set of chorale
melodies. He states that all chorales of the training set are transposed on a mutual key.
This is important because on the same modes with a different key, the same rules for
harmonization apply. However, these rules are in case of different keys represented by
different input patterns for the ANN [14].
2.3.3 Connectionist Music Composition Based on Melodic and Stylistic
Constraints
In this study, Michael C. Mozer and Todd Soukup describe a system called CONCERT
that can create melodies. CONCERT is classified as a recurrent connectionist network that
is trained on a set of melodies written in a certain style which is then able to compose
new melodies in the same style. We could describe this issue as music improvisation since
it is a system which learns on an example melody and then creates similar melodies just
like jazz musicians do while improvising. From this point, we could state that our system
- which we describe in this bachelor’s thesis - is different from CONCERT. On the other
hand, there can be certainly found some similarities such as that both systems (CONCERT
and the one which is the main focus of this paper) work based on musical structures as well
they both use ANN. However, what is definitely very interesting in the study of Soukup and
Mozer, a Professor from the Institute of Cognitive Science at University of Colorado, is their
solution on the principle of pitch representation which in their opinion actually considers
knowledge from psychoacoustic research. Their research focused on how similar particular
pitches are to the ones of a human listener. The representation of a pitch is inspired by
an idea that tones which people consider to be assonant should be represented with similar
input patterns for an ANN as well As Mozer suggests, pitches should be represented in a
five-dimensional space in which two of the dimensions specify the position of the note on a
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chromatic circle and the other two dimensions specify a position on a circle of fifths, and
the last dimension specifies the overall pitch height. This representation has its advantage
that when the system generates another note output as it was trained by training data (we
can consider it as the system make mistake) then with this representation it will probably
be a note that is similar to the correct note.
In a larger experiment, as Mozer point out in his work, CONCERT was also trained on
a set of J. S. Bach minuets and marches and was then allowed to compose novel melodies.
He states that,
”
[a]lthough the compositions are pleasant [he] do[es] not foresee a Grammy
in the near future.“ According to him
”
[t]he main problem is a lack of global coherence.[24]“
2.3.4 Bach in a Box - Real-Time Harmony
This article is a study by Randall R. Spangler, Rondey M. Goodman, and Jim Hawkins who
have created a system for melody harmonization in real-time which is then able to generate
harmonic voices to the melody played on a MIDI keyboard connected to a computer. More
exactly, the goal of their research was the development of a system to learn musical rules
from examples of J.S. Bach’s music, and then to apply those rules in real-time to generate
new music in a similar style. The authors explain that at first the rules are learned from
examples and are expressed as rule-based neural networks; then they are applied in real-
time to generate new accompanying harmony for a live performer. The system of Real Time
Harmony uses a rule-based neural network to learn harmonizing a melody from about 100
training examples. The authors are adding that
”
real-time functionality imposes constraints
on the learning and harmonizing processes, including limitations on the types of information
the system can use as input and the amount of processing the system can perform“ [27].
On the other hand, they also argue that the rule-based algorithms have the advantage
over the standard continuous neural network since the continuous neural networks need to
be over-trained to reasonably approximate a discrete behavior [27].
2.3.5 A Machine Learning Approach to Two-Voice Counterpoint Com-
position
The study by Kamil Adiloglu and Ferda N. Alpaslan describes a system for a two voice
counterpoint composition that is writing of musical lines that sound very different and
move independently from each other but sound harmonious when played simultaneously;
which means that the harmony of the new melody line fits with the basic musical line that
was the input to the system. As John Rahn emphasizes, counterpoint focuses on melodic
interaction - only secondarily on the harmonies produced by that interaction. In his own
words:
”
It is hard to write a beautiful song. It is harder to write several individually beautiful
songs that, when sung simultaneously, sound as a more beautiful polyphonic whole. The
internal structures that create each of the voices separately must contribute to the emergent
structure of the polyphony, which in turn must reinforce and comment on the structures of
the individual voices. The way that is accomplished in detail is. . .’counterpoint’“[26].
Kamil and Ferda have used a feedforward neural network that was trained by examples
from a set of books written on a topic of counterpoint. For the representation of inputs they
have used a model described by Mozer in (CONCERT); however, for outputs a different
representation was used. Although the authors claim that this system generally obeys the
counterpoint rules and its technique - combining two or more melodic lines in such a way
that they establish a harmonic relationship while retaining their linear individuality - it
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occasionally produces a note that creates dissonance[13].
Reading and studying all the above-mentioned articles, one can learn a lot of useful and
interesting information as well as gain a plenty of creative ideas about how to create and
write a program for melody harmonization. However, I must admit that while studying and
analyzing all these research studies and papers, from all of them I have somewhat missed
more details or deeper information about an extraction of training vectors and what more in
none of them I could find more particular information about tools and/or implementation
details of the specific programs.
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Chapter 3
Design of the System
This chapter focuses on the design of the system. Throughout this part, I will take into
consideration a variety factors how to accomplish my goal i.e. how to complete the task
of this bachelor’s thesis which is to create a program for harmonizing melodies in the style
of J. S. Bach. Besides describing relevant tools as well as applicable chosen tools while
creating the program, I will also give a description of the MIDI file format which is actually
the particular format where the training data for this system will be stored.
3.1 Programming Language
For the implementation of my system I have decided to use the C++ programming language,
the so called general-purpose computer programming language. There are three key reasons
for my choice. Firstly, I considered this choice as the ideal one due to the fact that I have
one of the most experience with this language; secondly, this programming language is
used broadly in many well-known and well-equipped libraries. Furthermore, I also took
into consideration that the C++ programming language can be compiled for a very wide
variety of computer platforms and operating systems with little or no change to its source
code in case if it does not use platform specific libraries. Lastly but not least, it is easy to
work with its dynamic data structures.
3.2 General System Overview
In this part of my bachelor’s thesis, I would like to outline some of the major issues that
need to be considered and taken into account at particular stages of the creation of the
given harmonizing system. The system could be divided into the following parts:
• Midi file analysis on extraction of training vectors from a polyphonic song
• Training of the neural network with obtained training vectors
• Converting melody we wish to harmonize into the inputs of the neural network
• Running the trained neural network with outputs from the third step
• Converting each output of the neural network back to the music notation or directly
to the midi file.
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The very first step in creating a particular harmonizing system is the extraction of
training vectors from a polyphonic song. Initially this step does not seem to be too difficult
but the complexity and challenge of this task gradually show up after a closer look at the
issue. We must admit that it would be very difficult to design a music analyzer that could
extract training vectors from a general music record. One significant issue would be to find
out which notes in chords belong to the melodic line of the song. During the course of the
training, the notes in the melodic line must be used as an input to the neural network. If
we wished to design a system that could use each polyphonic song as a training data, it
would bring up the need of designing a complicated and robust music analyzer which would
alone exceed the scope of a bachelor’s thesis. Therefore, in order to avoid this issue there
is a need of choosing certain and specific training data that would be simpler to analyze.
Such training data are Bach chorales.
Chorales are originally one voiced melodies from the German reformed church’s singing
tradition, started by Luther. Today the word chorale means a homophonic, often 4 part
vocal movement - bass, tenor, alto, soprano while the soprano voice is usually chosen as
a melodic line of the song. In other words, chorale means a harmonization of the melody
with a new harmony for each new melody note. In the study of Harmonization of Bach
Chorales, the two authors Martin Elmer Jorgensen and Soren Tjagvad Madsen point out
that
”
a lot of conventions have evolved about what sounds good and less good (for instance
Bach’s conventions), and these conventions can be collected as a set of “rules
”
for the music
[which] apply in different places and circumstances in the music [21]“.
Even though Bach chorales are somewhat more complex than described above - the
voices are often ornamented with
”
turning notes“ and
”
going through“ notes with smaller
rhythmic values - we found this music with a simple structure and rhythm that is not
complicated at all. As a result, there was no need for a complicated melody analyzer, thus
we have chosen chorale melodies as training data.
Despite of my initial optimism, there have been still a lot of problems to be solved. We
must point out that the quality of the entire system depends on the quality of the training
vectors generated by the music analyzer. Even though some of the music analyzers - which
are already available on the Internet - could also be used with advantage, they are still
limited to a simple song.
The next major issue that needs to be solved is to decide what architecture of an ANN
to use. This includes representation of inputs and outputs, number of layers, and activation
functions of the neurons. In this phase we need to make a decision of which information
of the neural network is needed on input, and which information we need as an output. If
considering the simplest case, the input could be a current note in a range of one octave
and the output could include the next four notes from the octave. As a result, this system
would then have 12 possible inputs (C, C#, D, . . . ., H). However, if considering spatial
representation or so called feedforward ANN, it would then only map these 12 inputs to
the 12 possible patterns on outputs.
3.3 MIDI File Format
The training data set in a set of files is encoded in a MIDI file. This is the main reason why
in this part of my work I will focus on MIDI file formats and Standard Midi Files (
”
SMF“).
Also, I will try to explain why I have chosen this particular file format as a source for
training data of my harmonizing system and in addition, I will describe the aspects of the
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SMF file formats, especially those events that were used to generate the training data for
the harmonizer.
MIDI, which is an acronym (a word formed from the initial letters of a name) for Musical
Instrument Digital Interface is an industry-standard protocol defined in 1982. The purpose
of this standard is to enable various music devices to communicate with each other. The
MIDI standard is implemented in many devices and its principle is not the transfer of sound
but the transfer of musical events.
The primary advantage of using midi files (or
”
SMF“ - Standard Midi File) as training
data is the fact that this format is probably the most successful file format for creating,
editing, and composing music. According to the writers of the Midi Manufacturers Associ-
ation Web page
”
[o]ne reason for the popularity of MIDI files is that, unlike digital audio
files (.wav, .aiff, etc.) or even compact discs or cassettes, a MIDI file does not need to
capture and store actual sounds. Instead, the MIDI file can be just a list of events which
describe the specific steps that a soundcard or other playback device must take to generate
certain sounds.“ As they also emphasize, this way MIDI files are very much smaller than
digital audio files, and the events are also editable, allowing the music to be rearranged,
edited, or even composed interactively, if desired [4].
To rephrase this idea, we could say that the standardization allows high level of porta-
bility and therefore nowadays the support for midi files is implemented in a wide range of
software; what more, many musical instruments such as synthesizers have the midi out-
put capability. I was also surprised to hear that some electric guitars have support for
midi files since playing this instrument requires a need to detect frequencies from output of
pickups. This can be one of the reasons why it is easy to find and download various midi
files from the Internet. On the other hand, it should be pointed out that one of the main
disadvantages of midi files is the fact that they were not designed as file formats to store
musical scores but to enable different devices to communicate with and understand each
other. A
”
SMF“ just stores the midi events. For this reason a
”
SMF“ does not necessarily
store information which are not needed in order to play a song. As an example of such
information we could mention for instance, a key signature or/and a tact. However, it must
be stressed though that the lengths of the notes on a MIDI file do not always match with
the exact tact. Standard Midi Files (
”
SMF“) are a popular source of music on the web
as well as for musicians performing in clubs who need a little extra accompaniment. The
files contain all the MIDI instructions for notes, volumes, sounds, and even effects and are
loaded into some form of ’player’, so the final sound is then produced by a sound-engine.
”
SMF“ is a binary file format containing not only regular MIDI performance data (notes,
lengths, pitch data, etc.) but it also should have data - commonly referred to as a ’header’ -
that contains additional set-up data (tempo, instrument, song information, etc.). According
to earlier mentioned Midi Manufacturers Association Web page, the quality or actually
’[h]ow good, or true to its originally created state an SMF will sound can depend a lot on
the header information
”
because “[t]he header can exert control over the mix, effects, and
even sound editing parameters
”
[4].
A midi (.MID) file contains basically 2 things - Header chunks and Track chunks. The
header chunk appears at the beginning of the file and the remainder of the file after the
header chunk consists of track chunks. The midi header is followed by one or more midi
chunks. Each chunk contains information about a type of the chunk, some parameters
typical for the chunk and then number of bytes of the data in the chunk. In the midi header
there are some basic information about format type, time division, number of tracks, etc.
Standard MIDI Files come in three basic format types: a Format 0 which may con-
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tain only a single track and represents a single song performance; a Format 1 which may
contain even multiple tracks but represents also only single song performance and finally a
Format 2 which may contain multiple tracks and where each track represents separate song
performance. The midi Format 2 is not as widely supported as Format 0 and/or Format 1.
By revealing more details, we can state that each track chunk consists of several midi
events and these events are specified by the time in which they occur, the type of an event as
well as other parameters specific for a particular event type. All these events can be divided
into two groups - 1.meta events and 2.events. While the meta events encode some additional
information and typically are not necessary to play the midi song, in other words we can say
that their usage is optional, the events encode information such as lyrics, copyright but more
importantly the key signature that is essential for training our harmonizing system. The
following list describes the midi events that are important for our training vector extractor
[3].
• Note on event - is an event corresponding with pushing of a key on a midi keyboard.
It is carrying information about the time and about note pitch starting to play. Each
note on event should be in pair with the note off event.
• Note off event - as it was stated before, it is the second pair to the note on event. It
specifies the time in which corresponding note stops playing.
• Key signature - is a meta event which indicates the key of a song. It has two param-
eters. The first one is the number of flats (b) and sharps (#) in the scale where the
negative value points to the number of flats and the positive value means the number
of sharps. This is called a meta event and therefore it may not be found in a midi
file. However, the application I was working on will be using this information because
every midi file from the training set that will be used will have key specified by this
meta event. The second parameter of this event specifies the mode of the song: 0
means major and 1 minor scale.
3.4 Tools for Reading Midi Files
In this unit, I would like to introduce the tools for reading music information from midi
files. As it is known, some tools just convert midi files into text files and the others could
be used to read the events from midi files directly to the program. The point is that if we
in our research wished to use those ones that convert midi files into text files, it would be
necessary for us to implement this function for reading and for parsing of the text file.
3.4.1 MFTEXT
The first of the considered applications is “mftext
”
which is a simple program written in
C language. This application is capable of reading a midi file and consequently can write
its content to the text file. The output of the program stores especially information that
are important for playing the song. One of them is about notes from the original midi file.
This information is always on one line of the output file and it consists of a word “Note
”
which initiates the information about a note and is always at the beginning of the line.
The “Note
”
word is followed by three numbers separated by spaces. The first two of these
numbers specify on-time and off-time of the specific note. Finally, the last number specifies
the note pitch the exact same way as it is represented in the midi file. The disadvantage of
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this application is that even though it extracts some meta events from the midi file, it does
not retrieve all the information. For instance, the information about tempo, tact and/or a
key signature are missing.
The output of this program is also used as an input to a Melisma Music Analyzer, what
is one of the music analyzers available on the internet.
3.4.2 Libsmf
”
Libsmf“ is a BSD-Licensed C library for handling
”
SMF“ files - parsing, editing, and
writing - which transparently handles conversions between time and pulses, tempo, map
handling, etc. The library was projected to handle the applications in midi composing
and/or in playback. In comparison with the other tools that we took into consideration
while working on our system, this library seemed to have several advantages for us. First
of all,
”
Libsmf“ is able to download a midi file directly into the application and therefore
there is no need to parse a textual output as it appeared to be the case with other ap-
plications. The next advantage what we should point out is the option and possibility to
save the result of the application directly into the midi file. We would like to emphasize
that this particular feature of
”
Libsmf“ is a very significant one since it solves one part of
the required functionality for the program that is supposed to play and visualize the result
of harmonization. It should be stressed though that the visualization can be achieved by
using some other tools as well which are actually able to convert a midi file into a
”
pdf“ file
with music scores. Such tools are a combination of two software applications - a
”
Midi2ly“
and a
”
Lilypond.“ A
”
Midi2ly“ is an application that is capable of converting a midi file
into a
”
lilypond“ file format which can be - as a result- further converted into a
”
pdf“ file
that - as we have already mentioned above in our text - illustrates the musical scores of a
song. Finally, we would also like to point out that with the usage of
”
libsmf“ we have had
an access to all information in a midi file just like for instance, access to a mode and/or
a key signature. While listing also some disadvantages of this library in comparison with
the
”
mftext“ tool, we definitely need to point to two essential ones. Firstly,
”
libsmf“ is not
able to automatically pair the note-on events with corresponding note-of events, what for
example the
”
mftext“ tool does. And secondly, it is not able to do any analysis of the music
in midi file either. In spite of this fact, these disadvantages seem to be not significant if
one does not need to perform any difficult analysis.
To sum up, it is evident and obvious that each tool has its strengths and weaknesses
i.e. advantages and disadvantages; however, it seemed to me for the entire period of my
research that in case of
”
libsmf“ the advantages exceed the disadvantages and that is why
I have made a conclusion that this tool appears to be the best choice for the given task and
this is exactly the main reason why I used it in my software program.
3.5 Tools for Simulation of Artificial Neural Networks
There are a lot of free implementations that could be used and applied and certainly each
tool offers different functionalities. Some of the implementations are of a better quality
than the others. One of the most significant differences can be observed in the quality of
documentations of the tools. Undoubtedly, the quality of documentation is an important
feature which surely affects the applicability of a specific tool.
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3.5.1 NICO Neural Network Toolkit
NICO is a neural network simulator that is implemented in the C programming language
which primary purpose is to be used for speech recognition tasks. The NICO toolkit is a
set of programs for creation, training, and execution of neural network; in other words it
is able to create, train and run an ANN. This tool also offers a library that can be used in
different C/C++ applications where it is able to simulate the given ANN and apparently
for this reason it is called RT-Simulator.
The NICO toolkit offers a lot of freedom while creating the internal structure of an ANN
as we not only can use it to possibly create any number of neuron layers and consequently
connect them in any way, but what more this toolkit implements not only feedforward
but also the feedbackward capability, and thus it offers the possibility to create recurrent
artificial neural networks with time delays.
Due to this freedom while creating ANN as well as given the fact that NICO offers
a recurrent ANN implementation, this toolkit appeared to be ideal at first. However,
at this point it needs to be mentioned that NICO’s documentation offers only the basic
information, and therefore it became obvious for us that this tool was not directly intended
for various users to use it as a software library. This fact though in our case was of secondary
importance since as we all know this tool was primarily projected only for one particular
research in a field of speech recognition. Yet, it is not the documentation which would be
the major drawback of this toolkit but it is the bugs which caused the application to crash
very often and this fact significantly limited the usability of RT Sim in such way that ANN
simulation worked only with the first input pattern. Although this issue can be partially
solved by a work-around - by creating a new RT simulator object after every single run
of an artificial neural network, it is evident that by using this solution the internal states
of the simulated ANN are erased after every run and, therefore it is clear that with this
work-around a recurrent neural network would not be usable. And for this very particular
reason, I have given up using this toolkit.
3.5.2 Fast Artificial Neural Network Library
Fast Artificial Neural Network Library (FANN) is a toolkit written in C programming
language which - unlike NICO toolkit - is created as a general use ANN library. The
major disadvantage of this library is that it does not implement the possibility to simulate
recurrent ANNs, i.e. it does not implement feed-backward capability. However, on the
other hand it has many other features that could be useful and applicable for experiments.
First, the library enables not only to create a multiple layer feed-forward ANN where all
neurons in each layer are connected to each neuron of the next layer but it also supports
such neural networks which have only sparsely connected layers meaning that only some of
the neurons of the neighborhood layers are connected. Second, with FANN it is possible to
create an ANN with shortcut connections which means that some connections may bypass
some layers, in other words, all neurons in each layer are connected with the neurons of all
following layers (not only of the next one).
And last but not least, from the point of view of training, FANN offers multiple training
algorithms like RPROP, Quickprop, and Batch. An interesting option is the incremental
training where there is no fixed topology of an ANN since the number of neurons can change
during the training process. In this case of incremental training, the network starts training
with empty hidden layers and then adds neurons stepwise and this way the method should
optimize the number of neurons in the ANN.
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This library also seems to have a high quality implementation as it is reliable and has
a great documentation. Even though FANN does not support recurrent ANNs, it is more
advantageous and beneficial to use and therefore it is a better choice compared to the NICO
toolkit.
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Chapter 4
Implementation
In this chapter we will describe a particular implementation as well as solutions used in my
application. First, a musical pitch representation will be discussed and then I will try to
outline the functions, structures and implementations of a particular software program.
4.1 Musical Pitch Representation Used in a Created Pro-
gram.
The program I worked on implements two possible representations of a pitch on inputs and
outputs of an ANN. Throughout my interpretation I will refer to these two techniques as
to
”
model0“ and
”
model1“, just as they were named in a source file of the program.
The
”
model0“ representation is capable to represent a note pitch only in a range of
one octave as it consist of only 12 neurons where each of them stands for one note pitch
(C,C#,D . . . H) and therefore the vectors do not contain any information about an octave.
By this pitch encoding the application will only produce the so called close harmony 1. The
system has 12 input neurons for each note on input where the number of notes that can
be adjusted by a constant. In my work the outputs initially were represented only by 12
neurons where 3 of them with highest activation value have determined the harmonic notes.
However, in real Bach’s harmonization there can be only two notes which differ with its
octave and these notes would be represented with the same output neuron. This is actually
the main reason why we had the training output pattern with only two active neurons or
maybe just one even though we expected three. During the former experiments, training
with such patterns caused often the network to create dissonances. Hence, we extended the
output vector with 4 additional neurons and this indicated whether to expect 3, 2, 1 or any
note on the output. With these additional inputs the network has 16+16*N inputs (where
N is parameter that specifies how many notes before and after the current notes should be
considered) and 16 outputs.
Unlike model0, the model1 encodes also the octave of each note. The system is able to
theoretically distinguish 4 octaves which is the same number as Mozer in (citacia Connec-
tionsit Music Composition Based On Melodic And Stylistic Constrains) claims to be needed
in order to accommodate a variety of music. It also seems to be a high probability that
Bach’s chorales generally fit into the range of 4 octaves. In this note pitch representation
1Close harmony is an arrangement of the notes of chords within a narrow range. It uses each part on the
closest harmonizing note (such as - C4, E4, G4) And it is different from open harmony which on the other
hand uses broader pitch array (like - C3, G3, E4)[1].
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model is every note pitch represented with 14 neurons where first 12 of them specifies a note
pitch like C,D or D# (just like in the case of model0) however, it also contains additional
2 neurons that specify the octave of the note pitch relatively to the highest octave used in
a particular song. The
”
model1“ neural network has always input for three notes, which
namely are current soprano, previous soprano and also previous bass note and output for
current alt, tenor and bass note which is in sum 42 input and 42 output neurons. The
reason why I decided that the neural network should have also an input for the previous
bass note was that I hoped that it might help the system to learn to harmonize in such way
that the soprano and bass voices would be in a counter movement. The counter movement
of a soprano and a bass is an essential rule and a recommendation from musical theory [23].
4.2 The Implementation of the Particular Program
The system is divided into three programs which are the extractor, trainer, and harmonizer.
The task of the extractor program is to load data from a midi file database and to create a
couple of example input and output patterns and consequently to save them to the text file.
The task of the second program - the trainer - is to load the example training vectors from
the text file and to train the ANN with these data. Next, the task of the harmonizer is to
load a midi file and harmonize the melody which it contains. To do so it needs to encode
the melody to the input vectors for an ANN and run the ANN with each input pattern thus
retrieving the output vectors. Finally, the harmonizer needs to decode the output vectors
back to notes and save them with the initial melody to a midi file. The harmonizer and
extractor program share many functions and data structures which are the topic of the next
part that follows.
4.3 Data Structures for Music Representation
The application first loads a midi file to the structure song t. This structure contains a list
of tracks of the song that is a list of track t structures. Each track t structure contains a
list of note t structures. The track t separating note on and note off events to the different
tracks in the same way as they were separated in a MIDI file. It is evident that a structure
track t is similar to the organization of the MIDI file format because it is designed to store
information that are loaded directly from that file. Besides the information about tracks
and notes, it also contains some more data loaded from midi file as for example a key or a
mode of the song, etc.
The next data structure is the train chord. This structure is used to store chords
extracted from the above mentioned structure song t and the major information what it
stores is a list of pitches played at once and the duration of the particular chord. The
principle according to which we process data from track t to data in train chord will be
described later in this chapter. The last structure is the training vector which holds a list
of input and output values. These values are computed from the previous data structure
train chord and they are suitable for training and/or running an ANN.
The Figure 4.3 illustrates the major data structures and the most important operations
that can be applied on them. All three programs - the harmonizer, extractor as well as
the trainer use only a subset of the functions. The diagram on Figure 4.3 shows the file
formats (red rectangles) and the data structures (blue rectangles). The arrows between the
rectangles represent the operations.
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Figure 4.1: Major data structures/files and major functions
4.4 Getting the Training Vectors
In this part we will describe the data structures that the application uses to store data
retrieved from midi files.
As I have already described above, the note in a midi file is stored as a note-on and a
note-off event. A note-on event carries an information about the pitch of a note and about
the time it starts playing. It happens the same way as a note-off event carries information
about the pitch and time when a note stops playing. In the first phase of training vectors
extraction we need to match the note-on events with their corresponding note-off event,
where each pair is evidently one note.
All necessary information about each note is stored in a note t structure. So in the
first phase of training vectors retrieval, we read a midi file as well as build a data structure
song t from track t and note t structures while using the functions of the
”
libsmf“ tool.
The functions are called from the load from smf function which is reading a midi events
chronologically, and each time it remembers which note pitches are played and which are
not and by doing so it can assign a note-off event to the corresponding note-on events. This
process is shown as
”
load smf“ in the Figure 4.3.
What we need to do next is to get chords from the structure snog t. There are some
different ways how to accomplish this task. We can imagine this task as were moving on an
imaginary timeline of a song where in each moment we have information about each note
that is active and we need to decide when to store these notes as a chord to the train chord
structure. The application handles three possible solutions. First of them is to capture
a chord at every change see Figure 4.2b, that is every time when some of the notes stop
playing or when any note starts to play. Another possibility is to capture a chord each time
the melody changes what is in case of Bach’s chorales the highest note - soprano see Figure
4.2a. The last solution could be to capture the chord in exact intervals for example every
quarter note. This is done by first capturing chords at every change and then by applying a
special function on the train chord structure which according to the sample frequency and
chord lengths information retrieves only those that are being played in a times when the
chord capturing should occur.
The last task in order to get the training vectors is to compute a pair of input and
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time
note pitch
(a) Capturing Chords on Every Note Change
time
note pitch
(b) Capturing Chords on Melody Note Change
Figure 4.2: Chords Capture Illustration1 .
output pattern from every chord and to store this information to the training vector struc-
ture. The application implements two possible input and output representations. For both
of the representations different functions are implemented, however they share the same
structures.
When we finally have the training vectors we have two choices. The first one is that
we would run the ANN and get the new outputs which represent the new harmony as the
harmonizer program does, or the second one that we would export the vectors to the fail
containing training
1On Figure 4.2 the blue circle is start of the note; red circle is endings of the notes; brown vertical line
illustrates a time when chord is captured.
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Chapter 5
Testing
In this chapter I will describe some tests that that was tried with the
”
model0“ ANN. The
FANN implements one error criteria - a mean square error. However it is evident that this
error measure is not suitable for our data because their correctness of each neuron depends
not only of its own value, but also on the values of other neurons. For this reason another
test function was implemented - a function that measures how many generated chords are
absolutely identical with training examples. The following tests were made with this error
rate.
5.1 Test 1
In this tests two properties were changed. The first was the way how the chords were
extracted from song t structure. There were 4 possibile tests:
”
melody change“,
”
every
change“,
”
quarter note“, and
”
eight note“. The second option was the number of next
and previous notes. All this test were made on ANN with 1 hidden layer containing 100
neurons, and the results in table are always the most successful test from 100 epoch. For
hidden as well as for the output layer were used a linear-piecewise activation functions [2].
The results are in a following table.
0 1 2
melody change 19.9125% 19.5976% 18.7402%
every change 11.8569% 13.4345% 13.133%
quarter notes 23.0602% 23.1687% 23.006%
eight notes 18.0356% 18.5081% 18.817%
Table 5.1: Test1: Testing Data.
Observing the result of this test it is evident, that the we get the best results by capturing
the chords every quarter note and therefore it suppords test results that Jaroslav Vlasák
have made in his bachelor’s thesis [20]. As to the number of previous and next notes
considered, it seems that most successful is the training when the ANN considers only one
neuron forwards and backwards and therefore with next test we will use this settings.
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0 1 2
melody change 26.6039% 28.2225% 27.6339%
every change 15.9612% 20.1165% 19.6117%
quarter notes 31.241% 33.2278% 33.0838%
eight notes 25.1955% 26.3105% 27.3096%
Table 5.2: Test1: Training Data.
5.2 Test 2
In this tests we made some experiments with activation functions. All the tests were made
on an ANN with most successful results from previous test. A different combinations of sig-
moid symmetric (TANH), linear piece symmetric (LIN) and gaussian-symmetric (GAUSS)
were accomplished.
HIDDEN:OUT TANH:LIN LIN:TANH TANH:TANH GAUSS:LIN
Training: 23.1687% 22.5176% 23.5124% 24.1273%
Testing 33.2278% 32.4503% 33.7142% 34.5523%
HIDDEN:OUT LIN:GAUSS GAUSS:GAUSS TANH:GAUSS GAUSS:SIGM
Training: 22.1016% 23.2273% 23.2592% 24.9231%
Testing 32.1912% 33.7172% 33.7142% 38.9919%
Table 5.3: Test 2: Activation functions
From this tests, it appears as the combination of gaussian symmetric in hidden layer
and sigoid symmetric gives the best result.
5.3 Test 3
With the last test a number of neurons was tested. However the result of the test was
not interesting at all because it only revealed that if the network has under about 30, the
ability of this network to learn the problem decreases. If however the ANN contains enough
neurons, it was able to learn equally good.
The training process error in he most successful configuration is depicted on 5.1.
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Testing Data
chords matched
epoch
10%
20%
30%
40%
50%
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
Figure 5.1: The Most Successful Training
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
The field of music raises very interesting challenges to computer science and in particular
to Artificial Intelligence. Indeed, as we have experienced during the course of working on
this bachelor’s thesis, computational models of music need to take into account important
elements of advanced human problem solving capabilities such as knowledge representation,
reasoning, and learning. In this paper I described some of the examples of computer
programs which are capable of carrying out musical activities.
However, as I have already mentioned in the Introduction, man cannot expect that such
an automated system would create a perfect harmony and furthermore, it is evident that
the quality of this kind of harmonization will depend on a resemblance of training data
with input melody. This might be the answer why our software system has been more
successful with some melodies, while with others has not. The next issue to be solved was
the problem of the system that implements two slightly different principles - the principle
of close harmony and the principle of open harmony. It is evident from our results that
open harmony sounds significantly better and in addition it is able to simulate the Bach’s
style much better.
The major contribution what I have achieved by writing this bachelor’s thesis is the
fact that I have learned a lot about the field of artificial intelligence, mainly the theory
of Artificial Neural Networks. Another valuable knowledge is obtaining some practical
experience in using software libraries, particularly the
”
libsmf“ and
”
FANN“. I also believe
that other students who would like to create a similar system will find the text of this
bachelor’s thesis very useful and as a quick introduction to the subject matter.
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Appendix 1: Examples of harmonization
The following musical scores are example of harmonized melodies by my software program:
Figure 6.1: A Melody from One of Bach’s Shorales
Figure 6.2: Harmonized Bachs melody
Figure 6.3: Melody of Folk Song
”
Na Kralovej Holi“
Figure 6.4: Harmonized Folk Song
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Appendix 2: CD Contents
The CD contains these directories that contains:
• Program - a source codes of program
• Text - latex sources of this Bachelor’s thesis
• examples - the example harmonizations that are also in previous appendix
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